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My Big Fat Zombie GoldfishSquare Fish
Five books in one! With nonstop action, huge plot twists, and
tons of humor, this series will quickly have your 7- to 12-yearold video game fan begging for just one more chapter.
Getting sucked into a video game is not as much fun as you'd
think. Sure, there are jetpacks, hover tanks, and infinite lives,
but what happens when the game starts to turn on you? In
this best-selling series, 12-year-old Jesse Rigsby finds out
just how dangerous video games-and the people making
those games - can be. Book One: Trapped in a Video Game
Jesse hates video games - and for good reason. You see, a
video game character is trying to kill him. After getting sucked
into the new game Full Blast with his best friend, Eric, Jesse
quickly discovers that he's being followed by a mysterious
figure. If he doesn't figure out what's going on fast, he'll be
trapped for good! Book Two: The Invisible Invasion Jesse's
rescue mission has led him into the world of Go Wild, a
Pokemon Go-style mobile game full of hidden danger and
invisible monsters. Can Jesse stay alive long enough to
sneak into the shady video game company and uncover what
they're hiding? Book Three: Robots Revolt The robot villains
from Super Bot World 3 have been released into the real
world, and it's up to Jesse to get them back. This is Jesse's
most dangerous mission yet, because this time, the video
game is real. And in the real world, there are no extra lives.
Book Four: Return to Doom Island In this retro adventure,
Jesse will need to outsmart a superintelligent android, outlast
a tireless drone, and outswim an eight-bit shark. If he can
somehow pull all that off, Jesse will discover that he hasn't
even gotten to the scary part yet. Book Five: The Final Boss
Jesse and Eric have 10 minutes to save the world. In those
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10 minutes, they're supposed to dive into a massive video
game universe, track down an all-powerful madman, and stop
his evil plan before it's too late. Sound impossible? It's super
impossible. The clock is ticking.
When Tom?s big brother decides to become an Evil Scientist,
his first experiment involves dunking Frankie the goldfish into
toxic green gunk. Tom knows that there is only one thing to
do: Zap the fish with a battery and bring him back to life! But
there?s something weird about the new Frankie. He?s now a
Big fat zombie goldfish with hypnotic powers . . . and he?s out
for revenge! -- Publisher's website.
Someone is putting the squeeze on the animals of the Big
Forest, and there’s only one moose who can help in Agent
Moose: Moose on a Mission, the second hilarious graphic
novel chapter book from Mo O'Hara, the New York Times
bestselling author of My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish! Agent
Moose, the best (worst) secret agent at Woodland HQ, and
his slightly-more-intelligent sidekick, Owlfred, are on the case
again! There’s big news in the Big Forest! The circus is in
town, Granny Moose is coming to visit, and a mysterious
robber is on the loose. When Agent Moose learns that
someone is putting the squeeze on innocent animals, he and
Owlfred rush to investigate, with Granny along for the ride!
Can they solve this mystery before any more animals face the
big squeeze?
Enter a spellbinding world brimming with magic and wonder,
perfect for fans of Nevermoor, A Pinch of Magic and Harry
Potter. 'Wildly inventive . . . full of laugh-out-loud humour,
enchanting magic and rebellious hope. I loved it' Catherine
Doyle Cordelia comes from a long line of magical milliners,
who weave alchemy and enchantment into every hat. In
Cordelia's world, Making - crafting items such as hats, cloaks,
watches, boots and gloves from magical ingredients - is a
rare and ancient skill, and only a few special Maker families
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remain. But life as a magical milliner isn't without its
difficulties . . . When Cordelia's father Prospero and his ship,
the Jolly Bonnet, are lost at sea during a mission to collect
hat ingredients, Cordelia is determined to find him. But her
Uncle Tiberius and Aunt Ariadne have no time to help the
littlest Hatmaker, for an ancient rivalry between the Maker
families is threatening to surface. Even worse, someone
seems to be using Maker magic to start a war. It's up to
Cordelia to find out who, and why . . . Beautifully illustrated
throughout by Paola Escobar. 'Imaginative . . . entertaining,
comical and breezy, and the settings are conjured in
transporting detail' The Times 'An utterly charming adventure
full of wildness, wit, magic and heart' Anna James 'Absolutely
wonderful' Emma Carroll 'A cosy magical adventure peppered
with charming detail' The Bookseller
Two new fin-tastic stories find zombie goldfish Frankie, Tom
and his best friend, Pradeep, investigating the myth of the
Beast of Burdock Woods before Mark's bizarre personality
change coincides with the disappearances of paranormal
pets.
After Tom rescued Frankie the goldfish from his big brother
Mark's toxic science experiment by zapping him back to life
with a battery, Frankie somehow became a big fat zombie
goldfish with dangerous hypnotic powers. Fortunately,
Frankie has appointed himself Tom's bodyguard, and
together, with a little help from their friends, they thwart
Mark's Evil Scientist plans. Tom is looking forward to their
annual family trip to the seaside, right up until he hears about
the Evil Eel of Eel Bay, a monster that Mark is entirely too
interested in. After all, even a big fat zombie goldfish might
have a little trouble with a Super Electric Zombie Eel! Then,
Frankie takes center stage as Mark crashes Tom's school
play.
Finding Nemo meets Shaun of the Dead in this laugh-outPage 3/15
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load adventure about paranormal pets and a big fat zombie
goldfish! When Tom tried to save Frankie, his pet goldfish,
from certain death at the hands of his evil scientist big
brother, Frankie accidentally became a zombie goldfish with
incredible hypnotic powers. He might be one fierce fish, but
he’s a great pet to have on your side when your big bro’s
hobbies include wedging you in the dog flap and generally
trying to take over the world. When Tom and his best friend
Pradeep take Frankie on a camping adventure, they discover
something seriously fishy going on in the woods and, for
once, it’s nothing to do with Frankie. Could rumours of an
escaped big cat on the loose mean the zombie goldfish has
finally met his match? In story two, something seriously weird
is going on with Mark. He’s actually being . . . nice! As if this
wasn’t worrying enough, Frankie’s been kidnapped! Can
Tom and Pradeep find out what’s going on and rescue their
fishy friend before it’s too late? Mo O'Hara's My Big Fat
Zombie Goldfish 3: Fins of Fury is the third in this funny, fishy
series. Discover more hilarious adventures in My Big Fat
Zombie Goldfish 4: Any Fin Is Possible and My Big Fat
Zombie Goldfish 5: Live and Let Swim.

"Is our finned fury about to end up as a fish sarnie? Like,
zombie-fried. Tee hee! Frankie is not like other fish - or
other zombies. After all, normal fish don't have hypnotic
undead powers. And normal zombies don't swim.
Frankie is pretty much all-powerful - but now he's about
to meet some really rotten rivals. (The sort with whiskers,
claws and long tails.) The cursed Cat of Kings from
Ancient Egypt has been mummified for centuries. Now
he'd really like a fried fish sandwich. And prowling just
behind is a hungry vampire kitten with a taste for zombie
blood. Yup: Frankie's in hot water!"--Résumé de l'éditeur.
“Next to Sam Hunter, Dirty Harry looks like Mother
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Theresa.” —New York Daily News Los Angeles is a hot
town. Hot women. Hot clubs. And, when private eye Sam
Hunter is involved, hot tempers. Sam doesn’t take kindly
to threats, so when a street thug busts up his office and
warns him to “Stay away from Domingo,” he might as
well draw Sam a map pointing where to swing his fists.
Soon, Sam finds himself racing around L.A., dodging
bullets and spiraling deeper and deeper into a world of
sex, drugs and danger. A teenage porn star, an heiress
and some spoiled rich brat lead Sam to the Black Knight
club, a place dark enough to hide heroin and sleaze from
the bright lights of the law. What will he find when he
finally reaches Domingo? Big rewards or a deadly end?
From Edgar Award-winning L.A. Morse, author of THE
FLESH EATERS and THE OLD DICK, comes the
thrilling story of pimps, pushers and porn that will hit you
in the chest like the kickback of a Colt .38 Special.
Frankie was a completely normal pet goldfish . . . until
Tom's evil-scientist big brother, Mark, tried to murder him
with toxic gunge! Luckily Tom and his best friend
Pradeep shocked Frankie back to life with a battery, and
he's been their zombie-fishy friend ever since. At the
medieval re-enactment centre, some-fin very weird starts
going on. One of the knights is acting very suspiciously .
. . and Tom is sure he's seen his evil big brother's
vampire kitten lurking around. Can Pradeep and Tom
work out what Mark is up to without revealing Frankie's
secret zombie skills? In story two, what starts as a
school trip to an archaeological site ends up with a
monster on the loose - when Tom's and Pradeep's evil
big brothers manage to clone a Jurassic carp! Can the
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boys and Frankie stop the monster from taking over the
oceans . . . and the world?
Everyone knows that fish and cats don't get on. So when
Sami has to look after her big brother's goldfish, it won't
be easy with Fang the vampire kitten lurking next door.
When Tom's big brother decides to become an Evil
Scientist, his first experiment involves dunking Frankie
the goldfish into toxic green gunk. Tom knows that there
is only one thing to do: Zap the fish with a battery and
bring him back to life! But there's something weird about
the new Frankie. He's now a BIG FAT ZOMBIE
GOLDFISH with hypnotic powers . . . and he's out for
revenge!
Meet the world's mightiest Super Hero team: The
Avengers! This comprehensive e-guide to the characters
of Earth's mightiest Super Hero team features in-depth
profiles on every Avenger - their powers, their allies, their
key storylines, and their foes. Featuring fan-favorites IronMan, Spider-Man, Hulk, Black Widow, Captain America,
Thor, Black Panther, Captain Marvel, and the supervillain
Thanos. These are Marvel's mighty Avengers. © 2021
MARVEL
Ashley was just trying to get through a tough day when
the world turned upside down. A terrifying virus appears,
quickly becoming a pandemic that leaves its victims, not
dead, but far worse. Attacked by zombies, Ashley
discovers that she is a 'Wild-Card' -- immune to the virus
-- and she is recruited to fight back and try to control the
outbreak. It's Buffy meets the Walking Dead in a rapidfire zombie adventure!
Readers of O'Hara's "New York Times"-bestselling My
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Big Fat Zombie Goldfish series take center stage in this
new activity book as they solve puzzles, write comics,
and help thwart a new evil plan! Illustrations.
Consumable.
Six Really Important Tips for Fish-Sitting a Zombie Goldfish:
1. Keep Fang away from Frankie 2. Zombie goldfish only eat
green food (moldy Brussels sprouts, green jelly beans, stinky
pond slime) 3. All kittens can be pretty sneaky but Fang is
SUPER sneaky 4. Watch out for Frankie's eyes—he can
hypnotize you 5. Did we mention that Fang the vampire kitten
is TROUBLE? 6. Seriously, keep Fang away from Frankie!
When Sami agrees to zombie-sit Frankie, her neighbor's BIG
FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH, she is looking forward to fun
afternoon in the paddling pool with her favorite "swishy fishy."
Unfortunately, Fang, the mostly-evil vampire kitten, has a
different idea. She's looking forward to a BIG FAT ZOMBIE
GOLDFISH snack! Will Sami and Frankie be able to stop
Fang's evil plan? Come find out in this fin-tastic picture book
addition to the New York Times-Bestselling series.
Swing into this rainforest adventure in this action-packed
conservation themed installment of DK Books' new
educational fiction series for children. Meet the Secret
Explorers - a band of brainiac kids from all around the world.
Everyone in this diverse group of young experts has a
specialty, from outer space to dinosaurs, and each story
follows a character who gets chosen for a "secret
exploration". In this fun, fact-filled children's book, we join
rainforest expert Ollie on an exciting mission to rescue a lost
baby orangutan in the steamy rainforest of Borneo. Joined by
engineering expert Kiki, they set out in a glider to search for
the friendly ape. Along the way, they encounter greedy
plantation owners who are plotting to destroy the forest to
expand a palm oil plantation and learn about the threat to
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animals and plants due to deforestation. Kids will love turning
the pages to find out if the Secret Explorers manage to
succeed in their mission! Swing into action! With a thrilling
narrative that keeps kids engaged, The Secret Explorers and
the Rainforest Rangers book by SJ King is the perfect gift for
children who are into all things rainforest. It's written for
children aged 7-9 years, with lots of information on animal
and plant life, to give them a thrilling introduction to nature. At
the end of the book, you'll find "Ollie's Mission Notes" which is
a summary of all the scientific facts and discoveries made
throughout the story. With fun illustrations, quizzes, and a
vocabulary list, the educational value of this book is
outstanding and great for a classroom read! Get Ready to join
the Secret Explorers Club The Secret Explorers series is a
reminder to kids that they are limited only by their imagination
and teaches them that learning is fun! But most of all, these
educational books encourage children to believe that they
can become experts in something they love. This edge-ofyour-seat adventure book is packed with: - Fun facts and
illustrations about animals and plants found in the rainforest
of Borneo - Simple and engaging explanations on how
deforestation is altering our planet's biodiversity - Quizzes,
mission notes, and a glossary of words with definitions
Complete the series Each book in the series combines
exciting adventures with real-life facts related to the Secret
Explorers' latest fictional mission. Don't miss out on more
secret explorations! Take on an out-of-this-world mission in
The Secret Explorers and the Comet Collision. Travel back in
time to save a dinosaur egg from destruction in The Secret
Explorers and the Jurassic Rescue. Set out on a journey to
stop the Cairo Museum from closing down in The Secret
Explorers and the Tomb Robbers. Then take a trip up an
erupting volcano in The Secret Explorers and the Smoking
Volcano.
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Finding Nemo meets Shaun of the Dead in this laugh-outload adventure about an evil brother and one big fat zombie
goldfish! Tom’s big brother is an Evil Scientist who wants to
experiment on Tom's new goldfish, Frankie. Can Tom save
his fish from being dunked in radioactive gunge? Er, no. In an
act of desperation Tom zaps Frankie with a battery, bringing
him back to life! But there’s something weird about the new
Frankie – he’s now a zombie goldfish with hypnotic powers,
and he wants revenge . . . Tom has a difficult choice to make
– save his evil brother, or save his fishy friend? Mo O'Hara's
My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish is the first in this funny, fishy
series. Discover more hilarious adventures in My Big Fat
Zombie Goldfish 2: The SeaQuel and My Big Fat Zombie
Goldfish 3: Fins of Fury.
Frankie was a completely normal pet goldfish . . . until Tom's
evil-scientist big brother Mark tried to murder him with toxic
gunge! Luckily Tom and his best friend Pradeep shocked
Frankie back to life with a battery, and he's been their zombiefishy friend ever since.On a trip to the aquarium, something
fishy starts going on. Something that almost certainly involves
evil older brothers, a vampire kitten, a psychic octopus and a
plot to take over the world! Can Pradeep and Tom help
Frankie to swim another day, or will he come to a squiddy
end?In story two, TV show My Pet's Got Talent has come to
town. But someone is stealing all the entrants' amazing
abilities. Can Frankie stop the thief without revealing his
secret zombie skills?
Tom and Pradeep go on a camping trip and question Tom's
older brother's involvement when paranormal pets go
missing. Tom must protect his big fat zombie goldfish Frankie
before he ends up among the missing.
"The Zombie Goat" is a short chapter book written by author
Paula Lund, which is about Colby a fourteen year old boy
abandoned by his mother and her boyfriend. As quickly as
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the town heard news of the young teenage boy left alone, the
neighbors and the family from across the field had given him
a goat. When the world has been taken over by zombies.
Overtaken now zombie and zombie goat.
Fish-tory comes to life with two more fin-tastic stories
featuring our favorite zombie goldfish Frankie from New York
Times-bestselling author Mo O'Hara. When Tom and his best
friend rescued Frankie the goldfish from his evil-scientist big
brother’s toxic gunge their new pet came back as a BIG FAT
ZOMBIE GOLDFISH. Frankie is good at saving the day, but
can he become a real knight in shining armor during the
medieval day reenactment joust? Then, can the school
survive two BIG FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH? Find out when
Tom’s evil big brother manages to clone a Jurassic Carp!
Tom and zombie goldfish Frankie investigate a mystery
behind an ancient Egyptian curse at the local museum before
checking out something fishy at Sports Day, where Mark and
his vampire kitten are pursuing a gold medal.

Our favorite New York Times-Bestselling Big Fat Zombie
Goldfish makes his picture book debut!
After Tom rescued Frankie the goldfish from his big
brother Mark's toxic science experiment by zapping him
back to life with a battery, Frankie somehow became a
BIG FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH with dangerous hypnotic
powers. Fortunately, Frankie has appointed himself
Tom's bodyguard, and together, with a little help from
their friends, they thwart Mark's Evil Scientist plans. Tom
is looking forward to their annual family trip to the
seaside, right up until he hears about the Evil Eel of Eel
Bay—a monster that Mark is entirely too interested in.
After all, even a BIG FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH might
have a little trouble with a Super Electric Zombie Eel!
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Then, Frankie takes center stage to rescue Tom's school
play from Mark's evil plans.
When Tom tried to save Frankie, his pet goldfish, from
certain death at the hands of his evil-scientist big brother,
Mark, Frankie accidentally became a zombie goldfish
with incredible hypnotic powers. He might be one fierce
fish, but heâe(tm)s a great pet to have on your side when
your big broâe(tm)s hobbies include wedging you in the
dog flap and generally trying to take over the world.
When Tom and his best friend Pradeep take Frankie on
a camping adventure, they discover something seriously
fishy going on in the woods and, for once, itâe(tm)s
nothing to do with Frankie. Could rumours of an escaped
big cat on the loose mean the zombie goldfish has finally
met his match? In story two, something seriously weird is
going on with Mark. Heâe(tm)s actually being . . . nice!
As if this wasnâe(tm)t worrying enough, Frankieâe(tm)s
been kidnapped! Can Tom and Pradeep find out
whatâe(tm)s going on and rescue their fishy friend before
itâe(tm)s too late?
When Tom's big brother decides to become an evil
scientist, his first experiment was on Tom's goldfish
Frankie. To save save Frankie, Tom zaps him with a
battery to bring him back to life, but something is weird
about the new Frankie.
Fans of Stick Dog and My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish will
love Suzanne Selfors’s hilarious new illustrated series
about the growing pains of blended families and the
secret rivalry of pets. “A delightfully fun read that will
leave you in stitches!”—Caldecott Medalist Dan Santat
When a bouncy, barky dog and an evil genius guinea pig
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move into the same house, the laughs are nonstop!
Wedgie is so excited, he can’t stop barking. He LOVES
having new siblings and friends to protect. He LOVES
guinea pigs like Gizmo! He also LOVES treats! But
Gizmo does not want to share his loyal human servant
with a rump-sniffing beast! He does not want to live in a
pink Barbie Playhouse. Or to be kissed and hugged by
the girl human. Gizmo is an evil genius. He wants to take
over the world and make all humans feel his wrath. But
first he must destroy his archenemy, Wedgie, once and
for all!
Finding Nemo meets Shaun of the Dead in this laugh-outload adventure about an evil eel and a fierce fat zombie
goldfish! When Tom saved Frankie the goldfish from
near death (by zapping him with a battery), Frankie
somehow became a big fat zombie goldfish with hypnotic
powers. Now Frankie is one fierce fish with a mind of his
own (good job Frankie has appointed himself as Tom's
bodyguard). When Tom takes Frankie on a trip to the
seaside, they meet a strange old lighthouse keeper who
warns them about the Evil Eel of Eel Bay – and sure
enough, one lightning storm later, Frankie is embroiled in
a fishy stand-off with a Super Zombie Eel. In the second
story, all eyes are on Frankie as he takes on a starring
role in the school play! Mo O'Hara's My Big Fat Zombie
Goldfish 2: The SeaQuel is the second in this funny,
fishy series. Discover more hilarious adventures in My
Big Fat Zombie Goldfish 3: Fins of Fury and My Big Fat
Zombie Goldfish 4: Any Fin Is Possible.
Frankie was a completely normal pet goldfish . . . until
Tom's evil-scientist big brother tried to murder him with
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toxic gunge! Luckily Tom and his best friend shocked
Frankie back to life with a battery, and ever since he's
been a BIG FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH. A normal trip to
the aquarium for Tom, Pradeep, and Sami suddenly
turns into a death-defying race to stop save Frankie from
being eaten by a hungry psychic octopus during their big
brothers' latest evil plan. Then, when the TV show My
Pet's Got Talent comes to town all the paranormal pets
suddenly start losing their talents. Can Frankie save the
day without his dangerous hypnotic powers?
Meet the zombie version of Finding Nemo in this laughout-load story of animal mayhem featuring the most
badly behaved pets ever! Everyone knows that fish and
cats don't get on. So when Sami has to look after her big
brother's goldfish, it won't be easy with Fang the vampire
kitten lurking next door . . . Frankie the hypniotic zombie
goldfish is back! This time he's in full picture book colour
so younger readers can join in the fishy fun. Featuring
favourite characters from the original bestselling fiction
series, My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish by Mo O'Hara.
BEWARE: Rampaging Mutant Dino-Hamster! Fans of My Big
Fat Zombie Goldfish and The Terrible Two will be scrambling
to get their hands on this hilarious classroom comedy. When
a mysterious growling hamster appears at the back of his
class, Sam knows just what to call him: Hamstersaurus Rex.
Sam tries to protect Hammie from an overzealous Hamster
Monitor, and from the meanest bully in the history of Horace
Hotwater Middle School. The bully isn’t afraid of some weird
little class pet. But maybe he should be. Hamstersaurus Rex
is no ordinary hamster.
When Tom rescued Frankie the goldfish from his older
brother's evil science experiment by zapping him back to life
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with a battery, he never expected his pet to become a BIG
FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH with incredible hypnotic
powers...but it's helpful when they are thwarting his big
brother's evil plans. Tom and Pradeep are about to find out
the truth behind the ancient Egyption Curse of the Cat King,
when their evil big brothers crash their overnight stay at the
history museum. Dodging booby traps, avoiding evil, possibly
mummified kittens...it's all in a night's work for a zombie
goldfish! Then, there's something fishy going on at sports
day. All the athletic kids seem to be losing their sporting
abilities, while Tom's evil big brother Mark has suddenly
become amazing at every single sport. Can Frankie help
Pradeep and Tom to foil Mark's evil plans? Or will Mark and
his pet vampire kitten, Fang, take home the gold?
In the first of two stories, zombie goldfish Frankie is good at
saving the day, but the medieval day reenactment joust may
be too much, and in the second story, Tom's evil brother
clones a Jurassic carp, putting the school in danger.
"Mike White hits a heartwarming hat trick with this cute,
funny, and action-packed adventure. Mellybean will bounce
off the page and into your heart." —Mo O'Hara, New York
Times bestselling author of the My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish
series and Agent Moose The Secret Life of Pets meets The
Wizard of Oz in this debut graphic novel about a spunky pup
who gets trapped in a world filled with magic, adventure, and
one giant, grumpy monster. Melly loves to play games. All her
feline friends want to do, though, is take a nap. So when she
doesn't leave them alone, the cats trick her into burying a
shoe in the backyard. But the small prank turns into a big
problem when Melly falls down the hole . . . and is magically
transports her to another world! Melly lands smack-dab in the
middle of a scuffle between a group of knights and a huge
monster. But Melly soon befriends the grumpy giant, learning
he isn't as scary as he seems. He's being hunted by a greedy
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king. One who has also been stealing from his people and
locking them up in the dungeons. So although Melly is
desperate to find a way back home to Mama and Papa (her
human owners), she makes it her mission to help her new
friend and the kingdom. But how could someone so tiny
defeat such a powerful king? It may just take a game that
only Melly can win.
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